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Are You Ready To Grab This Golden Opportunity & Transform Your Body?The time for
neglecting your body’s needs is over. The time for bad habits is over. The time for excuses is
over.If you are reading this, then you have taken the first step towards a new healthier, happier,
and more balanced life.You have taken the energy, time, and effort to pick up your laptop,
smartphone or tablet and enter “exercise book”, “workout book”, or even “workout planner” in the
search field. That was step #1.Clicking “Buy Now” & Investing In Your Body With This
Comprehensive Simple Fitness Book Would Be Step #2!Richard Robertson, the best-selling
author of “Forever Young”, “Staying Fit After 40”, and “Stretching Matters”, has created a simple,
easy-to-follow, and all-inclusive fitness guide for beginners with little experience but a whole lot
of determination.Here Are The Top 5 Key Reasons To Start Reading This Workout Guide Right
Now:�� Basic Introduction For Fitness Rookies: don’t worry if opening the fridge is the most
intense workout you get every day. This simple workout routine book will help you jump on the
fitness bandwagon without any worries.�� Fitness In The Time Of Uncertainty: designed to
help you relieve stress, reach your weight loss goals, and shed those stubborn lockdown
pounds, this workout book for men and women will help you develop healthy fitness habits.��
Total Body Workouts At Home: learn how to strengthen your core, arms, legs, biceps, triceps,
quads, and unleash your inner cardio beast with this all-in-one workout routine guide.��
Improve Your Health & Wellbeing: did you know that those nagging back pains and excruciating
neck pain can go away by improving your fitness levels? Understand how to improve posture,
stamina, and endurance today.�� Develop Your Own Fitness Plan: by the end of this game-
changing men’s and women’s fitness book, you will be able to develop a personalized fitness
and workout plan – 100% tailored to your own needs and goals.What Are You Still Waiting For?
Click “Buy Now” & Invest In Yourself – Your Future Self Will Thank You!

About the AuthorKenya Moses is a certified personal trainer, fitness consultant, nutritionist and
expert on women's fitness issues. She is also the founder of Be A Fit Mama Inc, a fitness
consulting company specializing in pregnancy and post pregnancy fitness. --This text refers to
the paperback edition.
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Samantha Johnson, “Several tips. There are several tips mentioned in this book, the tips to
improve posture were a real bonus, this book is to the point and share several nice tips for
fitness.The author also tells some workouts that can be done at home, to conclude this book is
easy to read, it is to the point and shares some nice tips for fitness.”

Samantha Joseph, “Simple Fitness: The Guide to Get Fit and Stay Fit for Life. Well written book.
Instructions are clear & simple to follow. I like the photos as well.”

Dharmendra Nagar, “A Short Master Piece on Maintaining Physical Health. I've read lots of
fitness books and I'm going to be completely honest here. Richard Robertson's Simple Fitness:
The Guide to Get Fit and Stay Fit for Life really appeals to the fitness aspirer. When you talk
about getting fit and maintaining a certain level of fitness, you don't need to look anywhere else.
This is a simple, short, and descriptive book about how to take care of your well- being and
body.The book starts off with a basic introduction into the world of fitness and workouts. And
briefly explains the dos and don'ts with regards to both. Consistency is very important if one
wants to be successful in life and this is exactly what the writer tries to address. Being consistent
with your workout regimes will help build the body that you've always wanted and give you the
strength that you've always wished for. Through his book, Richard Robertson convinces the
audience of important aspects of the body that they might've never considered before. Elements
such as the back, neck, legs, and even the body posture are thoroughly described as well as the
exercises that can be done to strengthen them.Along with a guided step-by-step explanation of
each exercise, the author gives readers a lot of extra advice. Tips on creating their own fitness
plan, benefits of performing certain types of exercises, data to back up recommendations, and
so much more. This book literally blew my mind. The tools that Richard Robertson used to
architect this book were pretty impressive. I really liked how the author got into the crux of health
and fitness. What really intrigued me was the narration of how all our muscles were connected
together and even a minor readjustment in body posture can cause severe pain in many areas of
our body.The language of the book is very easy to understand and the writing is fluid. The author
stresses enormously on the fact that one must not do everything at once. What I mean by this is
that Mr. Robertson insists that the body must be eased into working out. Over exhausting, the
body will result in nothing but really sore muscles and the lack of motivation to work out. What I
loved most about the book is the way in which everything is explained. Many fitness books use
over complicated words and confusing phrases to point out a simple idea. Working out should
be easy and fun. And this is what makes this book stand out.With that being said, I really think
that this book is worth your time. If you really want to get fit then trust me and get this book ASAP.
I really enjoy all of Richard Robertson's content and I think that this is one of his very best. I hope
that he keeps creating such beautiful and helpful content so that fitness aspirers such as myself



could become healthier and stronger. Both mentally and physically.”

AmberMoon86, “Great fitness advice. Everything is easy to understand. The author gives not
only exercises and how to do them, but also a little information about the body and how the
exercises help. I was already familiar with most of the exercises, but that will make it easier to
actually do it and this book is about simple fitness, not comprehensive fitness. The last part of
the book addresses how to put your own fitness plan together.”

H. Bane, “Great book. This is a really great book. It’s very informative and easy to follow. A great
book to have and one I will put to great use to improve my health. I would recommend this book.I
received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

Robyn, “Straight forward and to the point. As the title suggests, Simple Fitness. No long
confusing exercise workouts, just straight to the point of what you really need. A very good
starter book to get you going and to help keep you going.I received a free copy of this book via
Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

Sohaib Chachar, “Helpful. I highly recommend this book to all fitness lovers and those who really
want to look perfect from inner out!This book covers all the important aspects of how one can be
healthy by just tsking simple steps.”

The book by Richard Robertson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 12 people have provided feedback.
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